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In 2015 PAWBOL Baltic was established in Riga, Latvia as the official 
representative of Pawbol company - the electrotechnical equipment 
manufacturer.
Our solutions are based not only on our own brand, but on the 
leaders of the segment:

These are reliable partners with professional solutions!

Who we are? 

Solution
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Pawbol Sp. z o. o. is a recognized manufacturer of electrical equipment in 
Poland and Europe, which started its activity in 1989 from the production of 
thermosetting holders. The company's headquarters is in Andrychów in the 
Malopolska province and due to the dynamic development of the company, 
Pawbol built its second facility in Zator. Since the beginning of its activity, the 
company has established itself as a solid and reliable business partner, 
becoming a synonym of reliability and trust for many.

From idea to final product - 30 years in electrical installation branch

The best offer you can find here:  Catalogue manufacturers

Solution

Mounting boxes Power equipment, 
cable extenders

Housing, distribution 
boards, distribution 

cabinets

Lighting 
equipment

About our partner

https://pbplus.eu/en/catalogue-manufacturers/pawbol/
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ABL – since 1923
We are a family business with an international outlook and based in Lauf  in 
the Nuremberg metropolitan region.
In 1925, WE invented the SCHUKO plug. Whether the classic rubber plug or 
the innovative Elamid plug – ABL is the original.

We are good at: 

The best offer you can find here:  Catalogue manufacturers

Low voltage devices Combination units Caravaning e-Мobility

About our partner

https://pbplus.eu/en/catalogue-manufacturers/abl/
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BTicino was founded shortly after the Second World War, in a climate of 
fervent industrial expansion, BTicino was the first Italian manufacturer to 
tackle the problem of producing electrical components in light of modern 
design thinking. It has been a part of the Legrand Group since 1989. Its 
acquisition of BTicino has given Legrand a brand name that represents, at 
the international level, the best traditions in Italian design and production. 
At the moment Bticino is one of the world’s leading innovators in design 
and functionality for such products as:

The best offer you can find here:  Catalogue manufacturers

As good example of such 
innovations is latest Bticino projects 
“Torre Milano”, it is unique project 
where all wiring devices are 
connected and integrated with 
virtual assistant from Amazon – 
Alexa. How does it work? See it 
yourself in this video: 
https://youtu.be/kfHeTBAdFoc

Switches and sockets Door entry systems Connected and 
atomized solutions

Zucchini busbars 

About our partner

https://pbplus.eu/en/catalogue-manufacturers/bticino/
https://youtu.be/kfHeTBAdFoc
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Since the year 1950 till now, ETI has grown into a world's leading 
provider of products and services in the field of electrical 
installations, and into an important manufacturer of technical 
ceramic products, tools and equipment and plastic products.

The best offer you can find here:  Catalogue manufacturers

About our partner

Residential and 
commercial electrical 

installations

Industrial electrical 
installations

Electrical power 
distribution

Ultraquick and 
Photovoltaic fuses

https://pbplus.eu/en/catalogue-manufacturers/eti/
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Grässlin products stand for reliable quality, supreme precision and 
maximum ease of use. The product portfolio contains analogue and digital 
timers supplied with versatile programs and extensive functions as standard 
as well as products that combine normal timer functions with sensors. 
These include, among others, motion and presence detectors as well as 
twilight switches. The portfolio is rounded off with time switch modules, 
meters and products for controlling heating systems.

‘’Every day a new idea’’ Dieter Grasslin

The best offer you can find here:  Catalogue manufacturers

DIN rail and analog 
DIN rail time switches

Motion and presence 
detectors

Twilight switches Time counters

About our partner

https://pbplus.eu/en/catalogue-manufacturers/grasslin/
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HORA eTec is an established partner for electrical components. Founded 
in 1919, Hora eTec are experts in brass machining. Hora  have since added 
new materials for a secure future with a wide range at our disposal for 
component systems. Hora eTec is providing ready to use products or 
turned parts for OEM manufacturers. 

Main product families are:

The best offer you can find here:  Catalogue manufacturers

PDB and UVB 
Distribution blocks

RKA transit terminal 
blocks 

Busbars Mainlain branch 
terminals 

About our partner

https://pbplus.eu/en/catalogue-manufacturers/hora-etec/
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Legrand is the global specialist in electrical and digital infrastructures, 
offering high-value-added products and solutions for commercial, 
residential and industrial buildings. Every day Legrand works hard to 
enhance electrical and digital building infrastructures and help develop 
connected buildings around the world. Its technological expertise, its 
leading positions, the scope of its offering, its international presence and 
the power of its brands combine to make Legrand a global reference. With 
a presence in nearly 90 countries and a workforce of around 39,000 
employees

The best offer you can find here:  Catalogue manufacturers

ACBs, MCCBs, head 
equipment and energy 

compensation

Enclosures 
and 

accessories

UPS, LCSІ, Cable 
Management Systems, 

Equipment and Accessories

Wiring 
devices

About our partner

https://pbplus.eu/en/catalogue-manufacturers/legrand/
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Vexen Electric is a brand of electro-technical equipment presented by 
Pawbol Baltic company. We stand for modern yet simple design, usability 
and durability. Our products are manufactured to meet international 
safety and energy efficiency standards. We offer our clients full support: 
legible localized manuals and certificates, technical advisory, warranty.

The best offer you can find here:  Catalogue manufacturers

Power control and 
measuring devices

Automation and 
controlling devices

Lighting and lighting 
management devices

Terminals, 
distribution blocks 

and accessories

Temperature 
controlling devices

About our partner

https://pbplus.eu/en/catalogue-manufacturers/vexen-electric/
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The JOKARI-Krampe GmbH is the specialisation cable stripping and 
deinsulating technology. We produce specialist tools for a wide range of 
applications that allow simple, fast, and precise cable stripping. The 
overriding majority of our cable knives and cable and wire stripper tools 
are TÜV and GS-certified. We are committed to the safety of the end user 
of our products. As a renowned specialist with over 40 years of history in 
the business, we can offer you an innovative solution for all of your 
challenges.

The best offer you can find here:  Catalogue manufacturers

About our partner

QuardoWire StrippersCable Knives Micro Precision Wire 
Strippers

Cable Strippers

https://pbplus.eu/en/catalogue-manufacturers/jokari/
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NIKDIM is a family company founded in 1991. At the beginning the 
company started activity with processing of low and medium voltage 
fuses. The main priority of every employee, organizator or manager in the 
company is to improve the quality. Our goal is to reach every single point 
in the world where NIKDIM is a symbol of quality and trust.

The best offer you can find here:  Catalogue manufacturers

About our partner

Fuses for 
Electrotransport

Low voltage screw 
type fuse links and 

accessories

Cylindrical low 
voltage fuses and 

accessories

Fuses for Railways NH type low voltage 
fuse links and 

accessories 

https://pbplus.eu/en/catalogue-manufacturers/nikdim/
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Polish manufacturer of MILOO LIGHTING LED technology, electronics, 
optoelectronics and control automation. It has its own research 
laboratory for colorimetry and electromagnetic compatibility, and 
modern machinery park. It carried out many projects for large 
multinational corporations as well as Polish companies, universities and 
health care facilities. The MILOO-ELECTRONICS products meet the 
highest European quality and safety standards.

The best offer you can find here:  Catalogue manufacturers

About our partner

Residential, public 
and street lighting 

series

Industrial and Petrol 
lighting Series 

High efficient LED 
tubes, stripes and 

profiles

https://pbplus.eu/en/catalogue-manufacturers/miloo-lighting/
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Gacia Electrical Appliance Co., Ltd is an export-oriented high-tech 
enterprise specializing in R & D manufacturing and marketing of all kinds 
of low-voltage circuit breakers. It was founded in August 2002 and has 
more than 1000 employees. The products are sold in more than 60 
countries and regions all over the world. Long-term cooperative relations 
have been established with three enterprises of the world’s top 500

The best offer you can find here: Catalogue manufacturers

About our partner

Surge protection 
devices

Modular current and 
residual protective 

devices

Molded case circuit 
breakers and 
disconnectors

Contactors Photovoltaic System 
Solutions

https://pbplus.eu/en/catalogue-manufacturers/gacia/
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Netatmo develops groundbreaking, intuitive and beautifully-designed 
connected consumer electronics. Truly smart, their innovative products 
provide a seamless experience that helps users create a safer, healthier 
and more comfortable home. They carefully design the mechanics, 
electronics and embedded software of all our products to the highest 
standards. Mobile and web applications are designed to be simple to 
operate, yet deliver a rich user experience.

The best offer you can find here: Catalogue manufacturers

About our partner

Valena allureMosaicCeliane Smart solutionsValena Life

https://pbplus.eu/en/catalogue-manufacturers/netatmo/
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Linkcharging Technology (LINCHR) is a company with over six years 
of experience, offering turnkey EV charging solutions for homes, 
business and public spaces. LINCHR focuses on developing 
innovative solutions for charging and power management, linking 
the present to the future and creating a smooth road for the journey 
of electricity in our lives. 

The best offer you can find here:  Catalogue manufacturers

About our partner

DC chargersBusiness ChargingHome Charging

https://pbplus.eu/en/catalogue-manufacturers/linchr/


17From the first of July 2020 “PAWBOL Baltic” has begun active work as Local Strategic Supplier to the “FEGIME Finland & Baltics

The FEGIME Group unifies strengths, values and ambitions.
FEGIME Group claim unifies their mission: Generating Value.

6,1 billion €
Turnover

over 250
wholesalers participating

> 10%
Market share

VISION
As united family-owned electrical 
wholesalers – will be the sustainable 
driving force within a constantly 
changing industry.

AMBITION
As a union of family-run businesses, the 
FEGIME Group wants to be recognised as, 
and have the reputation of being, the 
best operators within the industry

We are Local Strategic Supplier! 

Facts & 
Figures
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Check prices, availability 
and put orders - 24/7

Why Pawbol Baltic? 

Solution

Stock located in the center 
of Baltic States - Riga

Our logistic is fast  and 
reliable

We educate our 
customers

Technical support is our 
priority

https://pbplus.eu/
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We segment markets and customers:

Who is our customer? 

Service

We sell  
Wholesaler and DIY

We support 
Installation companies and 

system integrators

We educate 
Designers 

We calculate 
Projects

https://pbplus.eu/
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We let to be with us 
online 24/7

PBplus.eu

Our credo - make it easy, 
clear and accessible.

We send newsletters and 
post in social medias

Facebook  Youtube

We arrange events We promote products We call it all
SMART 

CREATIVITY

Service

http://www.pbplus.eu
https://pbplus.eu/
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Where do we work?  

Capability

We work in

Our suppliers

We have potential

https://pbplus.eu/
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Our customer - 
is our focus.

Why are we different?

Capability

Most companies are 
slow - we react fast.

We value our 
suppliers’ values.

Our team 
is superb.

https://pbplus.eu/
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2016

Results in figure?

Capability

2017 2018 20192015

316K

1,20 
million

1,73 
million

1,88 
million

2,16 
million

Target

2,5 
million

2020 2021 2022

2,63 
million

2023

3,45 
million 4 

million

https://pbplus.eu/
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WE OFFER

SOLUTION CAPABILITY
SERVICE

https://pbplus.eu/


We are from: 
Katlakalna iela 9A, Riga, Latvia

Call us: 
+371 62006800

Write us: 
info@pbplus.eu

Surf us: 
www.pbplus.eu

Thanks for attention!

Company contact details

mailto:info@pbplus.eu
http://www.pbplus.eu
https://www.facebook.com/PawbolLatvia
https://www.linkedin.com/company/11560948/
https://youtu.be/U4S-F7Spfn4
https://pbplus.eu/

